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2-12” (51-305mm)
PURGER VP - valve pig

A L L  U R E T H A N E

The Purger VP are a new product in our Purger line of solid cast urethane pigs. The VP stands 
for Valve Pig which can be can be launched and received using most of the pigging valves on 
the market today. Our new design can be counted on to perform up to Apache Pipeline Products 
high standards to optimize the maintenance of your pipeline. The Purger VP are designed to 
achieve all of your cleaning and maintenance tasks. Apache Pipeline Products believes that the 
way to keep your asset in excellent condition and to have less integrity problems is to clean your 
line with Purger VP pigs. They are easy to launch and receive and once they are traversing down 
your pipeline you can expect our new design to do a first rate job of cleaning your pipeline. 

- Light weight, no metal components.
- Flexible design allows easy navigation of bends.
- Multiple seals offer excellent product interfce.
- Can be utilized in Argus*, Masterflo* and Meridian* Valves.
- Variety of sizes and durometers.
- Flat steel wire brushes.
- Designed to traverse 1.5D bends.

Size A B C D Weight Part #
2" 2.375 4.000 2.250 - 0.5 71098502S
3" 3.750 5.750 3.375 - 1.1 71098503S
4" 3.875 7.375 4.375 - 2.4 71098504S
6" 5.750 10.250 6.375 - 6.0 71098506S
8" 8.375 14.750 8.500 2.875 12 71098508
10" 9.250 15.250 10.500 3.875 19 71098510
12" 11.250 18.500 12.500 4.500 33 71098512

Please note sizes 8-12” come standard as hollow core but 
are available in solid core.

Features:

60-63 DUROMETER
Very soft and pliable

70-75 DUROMETER
Somewhat firm but quite flexible

80-85 DUROMETER
Most common for solid cast pigs

Firm with fair flexibility

* Trademark names

*Part numbers shown are for 85 Durometer (62 and 72 also available)


